
THE LYMPHATIC SYSTEM 2 ESSAY

Free Essay: The lymphatic system is very similar, and works with and directly at the AP-2 Lab 06 â€“ Lab Report Name:
Section: Unit 4 Lab Report: Exercise 6.

The next lymph sac to appear is the unpaired retroperitoneal lymph sac at the root of the mesentery of the
intestine. Most of time immune system has dual system in properties and has capacity to identify self and
non-self organisms 1. The lymphatic system is part of the immune system and functions to fight infections and
disease. To participate successfully in the political process and to contribute to the consolidation of
democracy, political parties have to demonstrate certain functions. The body also uses the spleen as a place to
store blood and iron for future use. The benefits of running are innumerable, however by many people,
running is an overlooked form of exercise. The selection of B cells , or B lymphocytes, occurs in the germinal
centre of the lymph nodes. These mainly lie in the neck, axilla, thorax, abdomen and groin. Long-chain fatty
acids and other lipids with similar fat solubility like some medicines are absorbed to the lymph and move in it
enveloped inside chylomicrons. This essay will mainly discuss different functions of political parties in two
different political systems, namely parliamentary system and presidential system Intravenous lines are put in
for things as simple as delivering fluids when the patient is dehydrated to administering emergency lifesaving
pharmaceuticals. Each jugular lymph sac retains at least one connection with its jugular vein, the left one
developing into the superior portion of the thoracic duct. The spleen develops from mesenchymal cells
between layers of the dorsal mesentery of the stomach. It contains white blood cells called and macrophages.
Blood capillaries take up other nutrients directly. In , approximately 1. Functions such as the tendons,
cartilage, and ligaments connect the bones and tissues together. If the immune system is not able to fight off
these micro-organisms, or pathogens, they can be harmful and even fatal. Monogastric includes animals such
as pigs, dog. Anatomy The lymphatic system consists of lymph vessels, ducts, nodes, and other tissues.
Lymphocytes enter the lymph nodes through specialised high endothelial venules found in the paracortex. The
lymphatic system consists of a network of lymph vessels, lymph nodes, lymph ducts, and organs that can be
likened to a drainage system in the body. It can also help in increasing blood volume quickly if a person loses
a lot of blood. Neutrophil and macrophage cells are both categorized as phagocytes, cells that destroy
pathogens by surrounding and engulfing them; although, both cells differ in the types of pathogens they
engulf. The lymphatic system and fluid balance The blood in our blood vessels is under constant pressure.
Around 2 liters of fluid leak from the cardiovascular system into body tissues every day. Around 90 percent of
the plasma that reaches tissues from the arterial blood capillaries is returned by the venous capillaries and back
along veins. The bronchi then divide into smaller and smaller branches called bronchioles. This is called local
lymphadenopathy. Why do lymph nodes swell? There are three types of digestive system, monogastric
carnivore and omnivores , hind gut fermenter and a ruminant. Immunity is ready to respond to any foreign
cells during filtration of fluids. Lymph vessels called lacteals are at the beginning of the gastrointestinal tract ,
predominantly in the small intestine. These are reached by the smallest blood and lymph capillaries. The
system I bring to you is the digestive system, this system has two group of organs which are the
gastrointestinal tract and accessory digestive organs. They are found at various points around the body,
including the throat, armpits, chest, abdomen and groin. Malignant lymphoma is still a broad topic. Lymph is
formed from interstitial fluid in bodily tissues The last of the lymph sacs, the paired posterior lymph sacs,
develop from the iliac veins. Cells in the lymphatic system react to antigens presented or found by the cells
directly or by other dendritic cells. Common problems involving the lymphatic system Common problems
involving the lymphatic system can be separated into those related to: infection destruction or damage to the
lymphatic system or its nodes. Lymph is the name given to the fluid of plasma proteins that escape the
circulatory system at the sites of the capillary network and diffuse into the cells around Pa 7 - Johnford.
Further information: Immune system The lymphatic system plays a major role in the body's immune system,
as the primary site for cells relating to adaptive immune system including T-cells and B-cells. As lymph
vessels drain fluid from body tissues, this enables foreign material to be delivered to the lymph nodes for
assessment by immune system cells.


